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01. What legislation, guidance and/or policies govern
a workplace investigation?

Ireland
Author: Bláthnaid Evans , Mary Gavin

In Ireland, employees have a constitutional right and an implied contractual right to natural justice and fair
procedures. If a workplace investigation is not conducted in accordance with these principles, an employee
may allege that the investigation is fundamentally flawed. If such an allegation is made then an employee
may seek recourse from the Workplace Relations Commission (WRC) or potentially the High Court. The
WRC is the body in Ireland tasked with dealing with employment law-related claims, including unfair
dismissal.

The constitutional rights that employees enjoy were specified in the Supreme Court case of Re Haughey in
1971. That case held that where proceedings may harm the reputation of a person, public bodies must
afford certain basic protections of constitutional justice to a witness appearing before it. It further stated
that article 40.3 of the Irish Constitution is a guarantee to the citizen of basic fairness of procedures. These
protections, known as “Re Haughey rights” are implied in each contract of employment.

A Code of Practice was introduced in 2000, namely S.I. No. 146/2000 - Industrial Relations Act, 1990 (Code
of Practice on Grievance and Disciplinary Procedures) (Declaration) Order, 2000 (the Code). The Code set
out the procedures for dealing with grievances or disciplinary matters, which must comply with the general
principles of natural justice and fair procedures and include:

that employee grievances are fairly examined and processed;
that details of any allegations or complaints are put to the employee concerned;
that the employee concerned is allowed to respond fully to any such allegations or complaints;
that the employee concerned is given the opportunity to avail of the right to be represented during the
procedure; and
that the employee concerned has the right to a fair and impartial determination of the issues
concerned, taking into account any representations made by, or on behalf of, the employee and any
other relevant or appropriate evidence, factors or circumstances.

Further Codes of Practice on the prevention and resolution of bullying at work and on dealing with sexual
harassment and harassment at work were published in 2021 and 2022, respectively. The provisions of
these codes are admissible in evidence before a court, the WRC and the Labour Court.
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In addition to the above, the Data Protection Commission published Data Protection in the Workplace:
Employer Guidance in April 2023.

All employers should have specific and up-to-date policies dealing with how workplace investigations will be
carried out that are suitable for their organisation. These policies may vary, depending on the subject of the
investigation and the size and type of employer. However, all should adhere to the principles identified
above to ensure that a robust policy is in place and can be utilised.
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Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

There is no specific legal regulation for internal investigations in Switzerland. The legal framework is
derived from general rules such as the employer's duty of care, the employee's duty of loyalty and the
employee's data protection rights. Depending on the context of the investigation, additional legal
provisions may apply; for instance, additional provisions of the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection or the
Swiss Criminal Code.
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07. What data protection or other regulations apply
when gathering physical evidence?

Ireland
Author: Bláthnaid Evans , Mary Gavin

Under the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and
in a transparent manner in relation to the data subject. The Data Protection Commission published Data
Protection in the Workplace: Employer Guidance in April 2023, which is a useful guide.

Employers should exercise caution when gathering physical evidence that may involve the use of CCTV or
other surveillance practices. The Irish Court of Appeal in the case of Doolin v DPC examined the use by an
employer of CCTV footage for disciplinary purposes and found such use constituted unlawful further
processing. The original reason for processing the CCTV footage was to establish who was responsible for
terrorist-related graffiti that was carved into a table in the staff tearoom. It subsequently transpired Mr
Doolin, who was in no way connected to the graffiti incident, had accessed the tearoom for unauthorised
breaks and a workplace investigation followed. The original reason for viewing the CCTV related to security,
but further use of the CCTV footage in the disciplinary investigation was not related to the original reason.
This case confirms that employers must have clear policies in place in compliance with both GDPR and the
Data Protection Act 2018 specifying the purpose for which CCTV or any other monitoring system is being
used. Not only that, but these policies must be communicated to employees specifying the use of such
practices.

It is not only data about the investigation that must be processed fairly, but any retention of the data,
which can only be further processed with good reason. It is a legitimate business reason to retain data to
deal with any subsequent requests or appeals under various internal or statutory processes, provided
employees have been advised of the relevant retention period.
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

The Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection applies to the gathering of evidence, in particular such collection
must be lawful, transparent, reasonable and in good faith, and data security must be preserved.[1]

It can be derived from the duty to disclose and hand over benefits received and work produced (article
321b, Swiss Code of Obligations) as they belong to the employer.[2] The employer is, therefore, generally
entitled to collect and process data connected with the end product of any work completely by an
employee and associated with their business. However, it is prohibited by the Swiss Criminal Code to open
a sealed document or consignment to gain knowledge of its contents without being authorised to do so
(article 179 et seq, Swiss Criminal Code). Anyone who disseminates or makes use of information of which
he or she has obtained knowledge by opening a sealed document or mailing not intended for him or her
may become criminally liable (article 179 paragraph 1, Swiss Criminal Code).

It is advisable to state in internal regulations that the workplace might be searched as part of an internal
investigation and in compliance with all applicable data protection rules if this is necessary as part of the
investigation.

 

[1] Simona Wantz/Sara Licci, Arbeitsvertragliche Rechte und Pflichten bei internen Untersuchungen, in:
Jusletter 18 February 2019, N 52.

[2] Claudia Fritsche, Interne Untersuchungen in der Schweiz, Ein Handbuch für Unternehmen mit
besonderem Fokus auf Finanzinstitute, p. 148.
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